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AUGUSTYNOWICZ Nina: Living Dolls – A Food Studies Perspective 

The aim of this paper is to have a closer look at the phenomenon of "living Barbies" - women who undergo multiple 
body modifications (including plastic surgery) to become similar in appearance to those idealized dolls - in the wide 
context of food studies. Particular attention will be paid to one representative of the trend, a Ukrainian woman called 
Valeria Lukyanova, whose strategy seems to fit perfectly in Susan Bordo's consideration of the potential dangers of 
exaggerating existing cultural standards – Valeria's metamorphoses show how thin the line differentiating the 
postmodern practice of bursting the norm from within and its further ossification is. Going beyond this impasse, the 
paper will attempt to prove the thesis that the behaviours presented by the "living dolls", which in popular 
understanding are perceived as excessive worship of the bodily sphere, are actually a manifestation of a fundamental 
rejection of this realm and a turn towards attaining non-material existence. A strong argument in this discussion are 
the eating habits that are part of such a strategy – namely,  restrictive diets often radicalised into the consumption of 
liquid foods only and even breatharianism, or a belief in the possibility of a complete withdrawal from the consumption 
of foods while continuing to lead a normal life. In this situation, the dietary habits become a valid code mediating 
attitudes towards external influences, viewed as a potential source of contamination and degeneration. Along with 
other material practices, among them both surgical interventions largely restructuring the human body and optical 
illusions produced thanks to heavy make-up, such eating habits offer a vision not so much of a small-town girl striving 
to achieve the (exaggerated) traditional ideal of femininity and implement the traditional matrimonial-maternal 
scenario (not without significance is the usual low social standing of the "living dolls"), but rather of a dramatic desire 
to  isolate oneself and gain control. 

 

CZEMIEL Grzegorz: The Democracy of Objects. Speculative Realism in Levi R. Bryant and Graham Harman  

This paper aims to examine the implications of the “speculative turn” in philosophy with regard to literary and cultural 
studies, as well as the humanities in general. With the advent of object-oriented philosophy, which – taking cue from 
Bruno Latour’s “flat ontology” model – introduced the notion of radical democratization among all kinds of objects, a 
new break in the humanities has been made possible. Setting humans on a par with all kinds of objects – be they real 
or purely imaginary – dethrones man as the crown of all being, a position comfortably occupied since Immanuel Kant. 
These developments led in turn to the emergence of “new realism” in philosophy, one that would foreground, to a 
hitherto unknown extent, the relations between objects themselves, without the interference of humans. This 
presentation attempts to trace the possible consequences of overcoming “correlationism,” i.e. the essentially Kantian 
view that everything is mediated by people and human categories. The autonomous world of objects and their 
relations – inaugurating a variant of “post-humanism” – seems to be the new challenge for both theory and practice 
within the humanities. Rethinking the new “parliament of things,” in which human members are in the minority, can 
lead to unexpected results: a revision of how causation works, innovations in aesthetics (especially in Harman’s 
concepts of “fusion,” “fission” and “allure”) as well as a reinterpretation of creativity and uniqueness. 
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DAHLHEIM Mayannah: The Intimacy of Writing, Lost in a Digital age? 

Ever since texting and messaging became the norm in human exchanges in our digital age, there has been a persistent 
lament concerning the decline of the written word, of the physical act of writing on paper to communicate in private. 
The digital, though allowing closeness in other spheres, is one space where the physical intimacy of the object is lost, 
since one cannot hold the digital paper on which an email was sent, and scented emails have yet to be invented. The 
haptic presence of the personal letter, so important in previous ages, has become a cultural accessory rather than a 
cultural necessity. Additionally, in lieu of text-messages and emails, the manual labour of writing has all but 
disappeared from every-day exchanges. Is this, one may wonder, a sign of a wider de-sensualisation of popular culture 
wherein instantaneous gratification – as, say, in instant messaging – is the norm, and the patience of waiting for a 
private, intimate answer is possibly as archaic as a chaise-and-four?  

Does, in short, the private letter still have any place in our digital world? Is there in fact any cultural space for  private 
letters any more, or is the decline of the personal letter the bell tolling for concepts of intimacy we have so far held 
dear? I would like to take a short excursion into an analysis of intimacy in our digital age, via a discussion about the 
private letter and how haptic presences are being newly negotiated in a digitally infused cultural space.   

DALVIT Lorenzo: Mobile Phones and Visual Impairment: Customisation, Participation and Innovation 

A variety of objects (wheelchairs, white canes, hearing aids, sunglasses etc.) are designed and used to address physical 

impairment. Constant presence of these devices in the daily routines of a disabled person make them tools at hand, 

extending sensory as well as cognitive capabilities (Salomon and Perkins 2005). Assistive devices support autonomous 

participation in cultural processes while dependency ties them ever closer to one's personal and social identity.  

Through a process of objectification, they acquire a new meaning as social markers of disability. In their work on new 

media and disability, Goggin and Newell (2003) note the distinction between physical impairment and the social 

construction of disability technological solutions to physical impairment may further stigmatise a disabled person, 

furthering social exclusion.  

As a researcher of mobile communication from a cultural studies perspective and a visually impaired person, in this 

paper I will propose a theoretical framework to understand the relationship between mobile phones and disability, 

and bring some personal as well as professional experiences.  In the history of mass media, the age of print, recordings, 

cinema, radio and TV can be considered synecdoches of cultural practices related to sight, hearing or a combination 

of the two (see Scolari 2009). In the case of visually impaired people, technological advancements towards a 

progressively more visual culture (see Manovich 2001) have progressively increased the impact of physical 

impairment. At the same time, the affordances of the new technologies, particularly mobile phones, make them 

accessible, accessibility and access devices at the same time.  

Most modern phones are made accessible by a range of standard features such as screen readers, magnifiers and high-

contrast themes. Legal or technical constraints to customisation are recognised challenges in this sense (see Frix and  

Pal 2010).  As accessibility devices, mobile phones can rely on a multiplicity of sensors (e.g. camera, GPS, motion 

detector) and provide auditory as well as haptic feedback. Examples go from simple applications to recognise colors 

and text, to attempts at converting images into sound or provide voice instructions to navigate one's surroundings. As 

access devices, mobile phones play a role in ensuring communication and social participation for disabled people.  As 

noted by Moore (2007) mobile devices are personal, portable and permanently on. Their contribution to addressing 

disability goes beyond the normalisation of cultural practices such as reading the news, posting on social networks etc. 

They enable processes of participation by disabled people as unobtrusive assistive devices and as popular symbols of 

social inclusion.  
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EUGSTER Benjamin: From Ripped Jeans To Mobile Phone Apps: Reconsidering Incorporation in A Digital Age  

In his book “Understanding Popular Culture” John Fiske describes the changing development of jeans as part of an 
ongoing interrelation of excorporation and incorporation (Fiske 1989). Whereas in the Sixties and Seventies 
appropriations of work clothes made jeans iconic within and beyond youth subcultures, in the following decades this 
development was picked up by the clothing industry as part of incorporation. By producing all kinds of jeans – from 
washed-out, strass decorated to ripped ones – the appropriation of industrially fabricated jeans by the people wearing 
them was rendered obsolete: the individual appropriation was commodified and incorporated into the system of mass 
production. Similar processes have been observed in the appropriation of mobile technology as part of material culture 
(Katz 2006). Ways of customizing mobile phones by painting them, sharing parts of cases, decorating them with 
stickers have soon been adopted by producers of decorative cases and protective covers for smartphones in particular. 
This paper will reevaluate these terms in the context of creative mobile software that allows for a simplified 
modification of existing digital material. Mid-level prosumer softwares like Photoshop or Corel Draw have been used 
for these kinds of formerly time-consuming popular appropriation (Jenkins 2006) throughout the last two decades – 
ranging from political satire to distortions and embellishment of private photography. This situation has changed with 
the shift towards portable devices like smartphones and tablets in the last years. In the meantime, a substantial part 
of popular online culture is produced on mobile devices by means of specialized apps. User-generated content on 
platforms like 9gag or instagram is thus shaped by an increasing standardization of modifications and effects such as 
meme-captions or color-filters. This tendency in digital popular culture can only be explained by the simultaneously 
emerging mobile apps (e.g. Meme Generator, Vintage Photo Editor, ZombieBooth) that enable an almost automatized 
editing of photos. This development makes the question ever more important of what exactly is the popular in a digital 
participatory culture. Or to put it differently: what happens if individual appropriation becomes a mainstream 
practice? Understanding the automatization of digital appropriation practices (e.g. editing a family photo in a vintage 
style) as a kind of incorporation by web 2.0 business models, we can assess the implications of this for the cultural and 
commercial nature of mobile phone apps, online services and user-generated content. A re-evaluation of Fiske’s 
concept of incorporation will not only tackle these urgent questions of creative industries and digital consumption; 
but it will also open up a discussion on the need of an academic dispute about the role of such cultural and economic 
dynamics in contemporary popular culture.  
 

GÜNGÖR Sibel Aksu: Tracking the Evidence of the Moment: The Motives of Non-systematic Collecting 

Humans are born into the material and the social world. They begin learning how to engage with their physical and 
social environment, as soon as they are born. They discover their own bodies. They obtain nourishment by engaging 
with others and manipulating the material world that surrounds them. Interacting with other humans and 
manipulating the material world are the primary modes of relationship with the material world. Humans gather and 
collect raw materials to produce food and tools. Therefore, collecting may be assumed as a secondary mode of 
relationship with the material world. However, collecting does not always has a basic functional objective as producing. 
This mode of relationship between people and things arises out of diverse social and psychological motives. In 
literature, collecting is discussed in a broad spectrum ranging from compulsive hoarding to significant museum 
collections. Compulsive hoarding is studied under Clinical Psychology. Significant art collections are studied under 
History of Art. Museology discusses collecting and collections, as well. The investment value of the collections seems 
to lead economists focus on the issue. Besides, systematically collecting has been the focus of social scientists in recent 
decades. There are only a few suggestions that collecting is a biological imperative. However, considering that even 
words are collected to construct languages and memory is a storage for collected information and memories, collecting 
may be assumed as a mental process, as well. The emphasis on collections and collectables makes collecting a word 
dominated by Western notion. This emphasis shadows the primary definition of collecting, which is bringing or 
gathering together a number of things. There exists a distinct mode of collecting that emphasises this disentangled 
definition. That is keeping and collecting objects of memories such as mementos, keepsakes and ephemera which are 
connected with the lives of individuals. The objects of memories differ from the other sensory stimuli that evoke the 
memory with their concrete existence. Other than stimuli such as smell, taste and sound which stimulate only one 
sense, with their physical existence objects stimulate quite a few senses. We can touch, see and even smell and taste 
them. However, they may not expire, and they may continue to exist despite these experiences. They may be 
experienced over and over even if they lose their smell or taste. Objects of memories may accompany one’s 
experiences, and they may survive as witnesses and evidences of these experiences. This paper aims to understand 
the motives of people collecting objects of memories and it is based on in-depth interviews. Temporarily suggested as 
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keepers, people collecting objects of memories remarked that the most precious group of objects they had collected 
was the objects of their personal histories and memories. They correlated the process of remembering and collecting 
in different contexts. Objects, either from a collection of systematic collecting or a bunch of scraps kept, trigger 
memories. They are like anchors moored to the significant and even ordinary moments in individuals’ lives. They are 
witnesses and evidences of these moments. 

 

 HALL Tiffany: Technology as a Tool for Living: Emotional Relationships with Objects in Current Film 

 The relationship between humans and objects has been a topic of discussion in social science and humanities research 
since the onset of 20th century consumerism. Originally stemming from psychodynamic theories of object-relations, 
current trends tend to look at actor-network theory and its variants. Only recently has the question of object affect 
and emotion entered into the discussion. Many of these theories, though strong in some areas, often fail to recognize 
the changing relationship between people and objects in more intimate relationships with regards to affect and 
emotion. 

This paper considers human-object interactions as increasingly important real and imagined emotional exchanges. 

Using embodied in/capacity theory (de Courville Nicol, 2011) I provide three readings of movies to highlight the 

presentation of emotion management between humans and objects. While the first movie provides a simple physical 

object, the next two contain complex exchanges between humans and technology. For these films I also use the 

concept of the ‘usable other’ (Goffman, 1974) to highlight the changing form of interaction between humans and 

technology. 

 Craig Gillespie’s Lars and the Real Girl (2007), Jake Schreier’s Robot & Frank (2012), and Spike Jonze’s Her (2013) all 

contain human-object relationships: the romantic relationship between Lars and a life-sized doll named Bianca; the 

bond that develops between Frank and his new house robot, and Theodor’s complicated love affair with his software 

operating system ‘Samantha’. These relationships can be explained using embodied in/capacity theory. Developed by 

Valérie de Courville Nicol, this theory deems emotional experience as structured by forms of felt in/capacity. The 

exercise of autonomy produces emotional norms that correspond to economies of fear and desire, which produces 

movement from incapacity to capacity. All three movies produce different emotional-norm pairs, highlighting different 

autonomous struggles that correspond to the changing state of the social world. While Lars and the Real Girl provides 

an effective model for emotion management between a physical object and a human, Robot & Frank and Her produce 

technological object relationships within a speculative fiction model. To highlight the changes of this relationship I use 

the concept of the ‘usable other’, first introduced by Erving Goffman and developed by Colin Jerolmack (2009) and 

Seth Giddings (2007). I produce a framework that involves identifying object-human relations in terms of the 

recognition of mutually compatible projects. Through ‘as if’ intentionality, objects that usually cannot be said to share 

a definition of the situation can become a part of a meaningful interaction. Thus, encounters with technological objects 

are no longer stagnant or unidirectional as they are with physical objects, but become an interactive opportunity 

wherein ‘as-if’ intentionality allows for temporary technological agency. This consideration produces a different 

perspective for the examination of new complex relationships between a human and a technological item. I argue that 

technological objects have new roles in our way of living; their originally intended functions have been altered such 

that they reflect new emotional incapacities of the 21st century. This project sheds new light on the rarely 

acknowledged issue of technology and human emotion. 

 

HARRINGTON C. Lee: Much Loved: Evocative Objects and Private Fandom 

The title “much loved” is borrowed from a recent book by portrait photographer Mark Nixon (2013), who captured 
“loved-to-bits” teddy bears along with their owners’ stories and memories. Nixon’s homage to evocative objects, 
originally targeted toward children, proved highly appealing to adults as well, resulting in a powerful demonstration 
of the enduring affective relations between humans and their (our) material worlds. This presentation draws on the 
literature of evocative objects (e.g. Bollas, 2009; Turkle, 2007) to re-visit the notion of “personal” or “private” fandom 
proposed by Harrington and Bielby nearly two decades ago (Soap Fans, 1995). In that work, the authors drew on early 
work on the social impact of electronic (social) media (e.g. Meyrowitz, 1985) to propose two realms of media fan 
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experience: the private/public (events that involve public actions but are isolated in a particular time-space frame) and 
the public/public (events carried beyond the time-space frame by electronic media).  

This presentation rethinks (and updates) Meyrowitz’ work to explore private fandom. While public manifestations of 
fandom are now ubiquitous, corporate interest in cultivating fandom-as-consumer is now modus operandi for the 
launch of new media products, and the distinction between fan and “regular” consumer (or between producer and 
consumer) is now so elastic as to risk becoming meaningless (see Jenkins, 2007), I aim to return focus to the deeply 
personal, private, and intimate relationships between adults and the material objects that they love. Public fandom 
has been theorized in any number of ways (as community, as subculture, as social network, as affinity space and, 
increasingly, as the central mode of engagement in the 21st century), but private fandom remains under-theorized in 
fan studies, in part because of its very privacy or invisibility. In this presentation I draw on both psychological and 
sociological insights to explore the place and power of evocative objects in adult lives. 

 

HELJAKKA  Katriina: From Wow to Flow to Glow Contemporary Toys and Creative Material Culture 

 In the time of the ludic turn, as proposed by Brian Sutton-Smith (1997), the cultures of play are in convergence. 

Although the industry of traditional toys is faced with fears relating to the digitalization and de-materialization of play 

culture, physical toys are surviving due to unique tactile and manipulable qualities that still can’t be grasped by digital 

or even, hybrid playthings. The presumption is that a toy with outstanding play value will endorse a wow effect. Once 

utilized in play, the toy will give the player a secondary wow, which results in an experience of flow. Popular play 

patterns are used to cultivate mass-marketed toys and in this way, add certain value to artefacts that have previously 

been considered as trivial objects, at least from the perspective of adult use. Finally, when the player has creatively 

cultivated the toy, s/he has given it an added (auratic) value, glow. 

The presentation, based on my doctoral dissertation, addresses most of the topics listed as areas of interest for the 

conference: By studying both temporal and spatial trajectories of adult-created toy stories both online and offline, 

spanning from toy designers to the users (artists, collectors and the ‘everyday players’) themselves, I have found 

evidence of the existence and the multifaceted dimensions of object play at a mature age.  

First, contemporary toys such as dolls, action figures and soft toys are given narratives in the form of back-stories. In 

play, these narratives are challenged, creatively cultivated and finally circulated through social media platforms. In 

other words, character toys as categorized above are used in various play activities such as collecting, customizing and 

creating visual and animated stories (including play patterns, e.g. toy tourism, photoplay and transmedia-inspired 

play). The outcome of my research demonstrates that personalized play content and the documenting and sharing of  

it creates both engagement with toys and mimicking of the aforementioned play patterns. In sum, play practices of 

adults who use toys during leisure time, whom I also discuss as ‘everyday players’, verify that uses of toys are not only 

activities partaken in domestic spheres, but in public spaces and social contexts.  Contemporary mass-marketed toys 

are frequently being used as creative, social tools by adult players. Their activities suggest that the playgrounds of 

material play culture not only expand in parallel with play that occurs in context of digital, social media, but that these 

different realms of play culture are being reinforced by each other.  

 

HOLMES David: From Mobile Privatisation to Google Glass 

 Nearly 40 years ago, British cultural sociologist Raymond Williams coined the term ‘mobile privatisation’ to describe 

an emerging trend in urban culture, toward portable but mediated privacy. Mobile privatisation examines the way the 

material culture of technologies which give us mobility, be it cars or mobile phones, allows us to overcome the social 

insularity of cities whilst reinforcing such insularity. (as Sherry Turkle describes in Alone Together) As the electronic 

assembly replaces the physical assembly, the gadgets that give us access to the former assembly become fetishized. 

At the same time our intimacy with these gadgets is intensified. The more we rely on them to negotiated the social 

distance we have with others the more they are made not just popular … but sacred. Bookmarks, thumbnails, these 

ways of ‘practicing place’ (de certeau) become fundamental to who we are. 
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Mobile privatisation describes a process by which the life-world is at once contracted to something as small as a radio-

button whilst being pushed out to a global scale of complexity. But according to Williams, the problem with these two 

scales, is there is no longer much in between. The more we become bunkered in by such virtual environments, the 

less we participate in the physical public life of cities. An illustration of this is the way in which the flaneur of the 19th 

century has largely disappeared from cities, and has been replaced by the consumer/shopper, itself displaced by the 

cyberflaneur, only to be re-appear on the street as a consumer of screens.  

In what follows I am going to illustrate the continuation of the trend Williams identifies by looking through Google 

Glass. With Google Glass, mobile privatisation has truly arrived.  Google glass is a wearable computer that combines a 

camera, with GPS, full internet connectivity, and an interactive screen, is still being beta tested by Google around the 

world.  

But even though it is not even on the market as yet, public anxieties have emerged about how it will threaten the very 

materiality of public space. In Seattle, a hub of IT design, cafes are already posting signs saying: “Please don’t wear 

google glass here.” At the same time, the very idea of this commodity which promises be a peculiar form of materialist 

access to the immaterial, is proving to be extremely popular to those who are signing up to the wait lists for the beta-

trials. Google glass promises the wearer the illusion of cybernetic omniscience, but for nonwearers the foreboding of 

electronic surveillance. By simply looking at a hotel, Google Glass will bring up reviews of it, allow you to book rooms, 

or invite others to meet you there. Google are trying to over-come the problem of third-party face-recognition 

software creeping onto its Glasses, as such software will clearly draw protest from privacy groups.  

But the biggest problem Google has is the social acceptance of a technology which routinely institutionalises a split 

personality. This is a phenomena that has been usefully theorised by Margaret Morse in her paper on Ontologies of 

Everyday Distraction. According to Morse, where the gaze finds itself dispersed between an inside and outside world, 

private/public space, there are interesting metapsychological consequences. The 'outside' is derealised whilst the 

private world is intensified as a 'phantasmogoria of the interior' (Benjamin). Morse is able to show how this is true for 

driving a car on a freeway, shopping at the mall and watching television, environments which she calls 'ontologies of 

distraction'. In each of these there is - a 'transportation of the mind in two dimensions'. Either the mind’s-eye 

experiences the body as an inert sensorium traversing the world at high speed, or as immersion in an enclosed space 

past which the world flashes. In the latter case, the individual occupies 'a " bubble" of subjective here-and-now strolling 

or speeding about in the midst of elsewhere.' (Morse 1998: 112). This paper argue that Google Glass represents the 

material and symbolic perfection of this ontology of distraction, whilst at the same time trying to explain why this new 

gadget is likely to be so popular.  

 

JAMES David:  From stuff to material civilization – towards a materiality of childhood 
 
There is considerable interest in the study of ‘stuff’ (Miller, 2010), often intentionally loosely defined, but usually 
meaning discrete objects with a particular focus on the meaning of stuff used by people. This paper aims to try and 
develop an analysis of stuff but drawing on a wider conception of materiality (Dant, 2005) and material civilization 
(Braudel, 1981). It will be argued that ‘stuff’, understood as material culture and objects, is not enough to provide an 
adequate account of the importance of the material world for children and hence conceptualisations of childhood. As 
part of the material turn, there is a need to look closely at the material infrastructure of daily life in historical context, 
and with a much keener eye kept on materiality as technology that determines the place, space, and flow of children 
through the period known as childhood. This paper will focus on the everyday technologies of childhood to develop 
links between the anthropological approach to the analysis of things, and the historical and sociological approaches 
to the study of technology. The examples of water and toys will be explored to focus on the important relationships 
between the background of material civilization, and the more discrete popular material artefacts in the lives of 
children. 
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LASAGE Frédérick: Photoshop as Middlebrow-Ware 

Pierre Bourdieu et al.’s Un Art Moyen (subsequently translated to English as Photography: A Middle-Brow Art (1990), 
originally published in 1965, discussed class status and aesthetic judgement through an investigation of photographic 
practices in France in the mid-20th century. Through their documentation of the diverse perspective on photography, 
Bourdieu and his collaborators were able to analyse some of the complex classificatory distinctions operating between 
class and culture. Photography’s status as a cultural practice and art form has undeniably undergone considerable 
changes since this work was published. But the importance of the ‘middle-brow’ as a category for cultural practices 
remains. 

 In this paper, I will adapt the ‘middlebrow’ to a study of the life of media software, specifically Adobe Photoshop, with 
a view of understanding how digital tools mediate creative practices as part of a distinct mode of ordering (Couldry, 
2012: 66). Photoshop’s career as the ubiquitous digital imaging application software has now spanned nearly a quarter 
century. Despite the presence of open source alternatives like GIMP, it remains a de facto standard in fields of cultural 
production ranging from photography to graphic design to user experience design for videogames. The paper draws 
from 2 years of fieldwork combining document analysis, interviews, and participant observation with a view of 
detailing Photoshop’s biography in order to understand its uneasy status as ‘middlebrow-ware’: a continually updated, 
commercially-oriented, digital tool requiring considerable technical proficiency, as well as a mass medium for image 
editing whose status in popular culture is confirmed by the dictionary definition of the verb ‘to photoshop’. I will argue 
that an understanding of Photoshop as middlebrow-ware has significant implications for our understanding of how 
agency and structure operate in contemporary cultural production. 

 

LEE Joanne: I See Faces: Popular Paredolia and the Proliferation of Meaning 

 A popular favourite of the contemporary internet is the curious facial recognition performed upon everyday things 

and places – a cheese grater, parking meter, coat hook – examples of which are frequently shared via social networks 

using an #iseefaces hashtag. There are countless blogs and Flickr pools devoted to the idea (including one from British 

comedian Dave Gorman), and even a calendar featuring Francois Robert’s many photographs of the faces he discerned 

amongst mops, sockets, hinges, and cameras, a marbled sponge cake or a lemon… It even featured in the arguably 

more highbrow context of the 2013 Venice Biennale when Roger Callois’ collection of ‘pictorial stones’ were exhibited; 

they included an agate wherein one easily discerns a ghostly little creature, to which has been assigned the name Le 

Petit Fantôme… This phenomenon of pareidolia – the term originates from the Greek ‘para’ (παρά - beside or beyond) 

and ‘eidōlon’ (εἴδωλον - form or image) – occurs because the human visual system has a tendency to extract patterns 

from noise, thus perceiving ‘meaning’ in random source material.  

In my paper I am interested to use this current fascination for pareidolia as the occasion to think about our desire to 

read meaning and significance into things. As an artist/scholar working with the everyday, rather than attempting to 

pin down definitive interpretations, I am interested in enlarging what can be generated from the ordinary objects and 

materials that surround us. My desire for richer, multiplied possibilities takes up Michel Foucault’s assertion that as 

academics we are suffering from ‘channels that are too narrow, skimpy, quasi-monopolistic, insufficient’, and his 

suggestion that ‘we must multiply the paths and the possibility of comings and goings...’ My own attempt to do so 

occurs through an independent serial publication, the Pam Flett Press, each issue of which begins by recognising some 

instance of everyday life (graffiti on urban walls, the ubiquitous plastic bag, the scatter of gum on city pavements, the 

pareidolic desire to see faces in ordinary objects…) before using this as a means with which to think creatively and 

critically. The current paper focuses upon instances from issue #5 ‘I see faces’ and posits making as a making-one’s-

way-into-understanding the everyday, before suggesting that using the everyday as material can in turn rethink 

academic and creative work.  
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LINARES Nicolas Llano: Emotional Territories: an Exploration of Wes Anderson’s Cinemaps  

Objects have different lives of their own in popular culture representations for they are part of an assemblage of 
discursive processes articulated in different types of narrative structures. This paper proposes a critical exploration of 
maps in cinema, more specifically the cinemaps (Caquard, 2009) within Wes Anderson’s films. Anderson’s movies have 
been international critically acclaimed and gained popular cult status for his idiosyncratic aesthetic sensibility and 
particular stylistic traits. In his cinematic universe, quirkish characters share the stage with custom made objects, from 
paintings and books to train and ships, creating “miniature” yet life expanding worlds. Among those objects maps 
appear as recurrent elements in all of his mayor eight films. Used in different ways in each one of his films -to each 
film its map- (Conley, 2007:5), the cartographic pieces constitute valuable pieces to analyze Anderson’s ouvre. Not 
only do maps propels and locates the films narratives, they also ignite debates about bilocation -where we are and 
where are we going-, provoking questions about the ongoing process of identity construction both in the screen 
characters and the observer. Anderson uses different types of maps (of “real”, non-identified or fictitious territories) 
for a variety of purposes: they can be a storytelling stimulator or limiter, play a key structural rule and appear at critical 
junctures or simply used as decorative elements that have little to do with the diegesis unfolding. We argue that the 
use of maps in his movies are key elements which roles can be categorized as a) metonymic tools that articulate the 
type of story being told; b) symbolic personal itineraries that tell stories related not only to the places they represent 
but to the life stages-crisis the characters are going through, producing subjective cartographies of emotional 
territories; c) “archival diagrams” that reveal a web of footnotes of the film history, intertextual references and 
production history.  

 

MACIULEWICZ Joanna: The Representation Of Book Culture in EighteenthCentury ItNarratives 

Books have always been perceived as ambiguous entities: simultaneously material and immaterial. Books seemed to 
make words and literature less elusive by fixating them on the pages. John Milton saw in them the receptacles which 
preserve “the purest efficacy and extraction of that living intellect that bred them”. A “good book”, he argued in 
Areopagitica, “is the precious life-blood of a master spirit, embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond 
life”. The popularisation of print, the rise of literacy, and the lapse of Licensing Act in 1695 led to the situation in which 
good books were far outnumbered by those which were manufactured to satisfy the growing book market  composed 
of newly literate readers. The eighteenth-century, the age of authors and readers, was characterised by the endless 
circulation of proliferating texts out of which few could hope for long life. It-narratives, short narratives narrating the 
stories of circulation of objects in society from their own viewpoint, drew attention to the short and frequently 
ignominious life-cycle of printed matter. The aim of the paper is to analyse three of the stories: The Genuine Memoirs 
and Most Surprising Adventures of A Very Unfortunate GooseQuill With An Introductory Letter to Mrs. Midnight’s Tye
Wig (1751), Adventures of a Quire of Paper, Adventures of a Pen (1806), to show the ambiguity of the properties which 
we attribute to books. The materiality of a printed book makes it seem permanent. Jonathan Franzen, a writer who is 
extremely sceptical of ebooks, expressed it in the following words: “I think, for serious readers, a sense of permanence 
has always been part of the experience. Everything else in your life is fluid, but here is this text that doesn’t change”. 
Eighteenth-century it-narratives do not confirm the belief in in permanence. They show the approach to written and 
printed texts after the printing revolution has taken a full effect and there is little romanticism in the way they were 
shown to be created, put in circulation, and to finish their lives. The texts which they produce are embedded in 
materiality, every aspect of their physicality is emphasised, but the materiality is what makes them ephemeral. The 
unusual narrators, writing materials themselves, defamiliarise our perception of books and helps us reconsider the 
uneasy terms on which the material and immaterial reside in books. 
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SARNEK  Marcin: When you are not what you do not have. Some remarks on digital inheritance 

Only very recently have the major corporations of the digital markets begun to be forced by court rulings to recognize 
the “Right to be forgotten,” which is supposed to give individuals more focused control over their lives, by potentially 
freeing them from permanent stigmatization resulting from their past actions. The growing recognition of the “Right 
to be forgotten” gives some hope that also the “Right to be remembered,” which—similarly—stems from individuals’ 
claims for more control, will soon undergo similar processes of legal regulation. The understanding of both these rights 
in terms of granting or limiting control is peculiar and hugely significant, and is obviously linked conceptually to the 
defining of numerous other rights (including the right to privacy), and hence defining much of the human experience, 
in terms of control. One major example of such processes comes from a massive redefinition of the contemporary 
understanding of copyright regulations, which have been successfully shifting from models providing incentive for 
creativity into ones that focus on control over the effects of creativity. Copyrights, and how we treat them today, 
illustrate how easy it is today to link the seemingly ungraspable aspects of human identity with ownership. This, in 
turn, results—at least partially—from the nearly universal tendency to reify the non-tangible, and treat it as products 
of material culture. Herein, too, lies a major mystery of the digital era: how easily we reify all of the digital services 
available to us daily on the Web. In fact, it is precisely in such practices of involuntary reification, along the ultimate 
promise and the ultimate advantage of the digital “product” (minimizing friction), where providers of these services 
seek their success. 

Such rapports between personal data, privacy, effects of one’s actions (including one’s creativity), and controlled 
construction of one’s identity, allow us to think about ourselves also in terms of the data trail we leave behind, but 
also – and this will be the focus of this paper – in terms of the products of our digital activities, including the fashion 
in which our consumption of digital services creates our perception of ourselves and how it influences the ways others 
perceive us. Since individuals are used to the idea that material goods (but also the products of their creativity!) 
continue to influence the social perception of themselves even after their death, the “right to be remembered” entails, 
then, also inheritance of digitally distributed content individuals “purchase” or create .Today, however—due to lack 
of legislation, due to corporate policies, but also due to insufficient social demand for it—digital inheritance is hardly 
possible.  

Demands for regulations of digital inheritance are likely to be heard more and more audibly in the near future, since 
more and more individuals learn the hard way that everything that they “purchased” or created online, which they 
perceived to be regulated in similar ways as the ownership of the stuff which was purchased or inherited, or produced 
offline, is in fact non-material and is regulated by an entirely different logic (of services rather than material goods). 
This creates tensions—not only pertaining to digital inheritance, but to the other effects of digital distribution of 
culture, as well—which will need to be resolved. As the consumer demographics will continue to change (in short, 
online audiences mature), we are likely to hear more and more questions about what happens after our passing to all 
the games, books, music tracks and movies we believed we purchased. The proposed paper’s goal is, then, to discuss 
the contemporary status of digital inheritance and the possible trends in the future debates. 

 

SOĆKO Joanna: Objects Don’t Lie. The Truth and the Things in Detective Narratives 

Investigating people has never been enough to discover the truth about a crime since, as the contemporary TV series 
detective – Dr. House used to say, “people lie”. It is the objects, material evidences, that gives valid information which 
leads to the truth. “To me they speak sometimes - chairs, tables - they have their message!” says Hercules Poirot, the 
famous detective from Agatha Christie’s novels. My paper aims at analyzing the classic detective narratives (Conan 
Doyle and Agatha Christie’s stories) and, to the less extent, its contemporary equivalent (House, M.D.) from the 
perspective of objects and their vital role in constructing the narrative world and discovering its truth. I discuss 
common narrative strategies – the role objects play in development of the plot. What I am interested in, hoverer, is 
not only the narrative techniques: I look at the way in which the crime stories reflect and restore the order of reality. 
I advance a thesis that it is through crime stories that popular culture gives its recipients the feeling of pursuing the 
truth and in this way it satisfies one of the most basic needs of human nature. This brings us to the philosophical 
question about the role objects play in our representations of the order of the world. In order to answer this question, 
I refer to Graham Harman’s post-Heideggerian thought – Object Oriented Ontology – and I concentrate on Graham’s 
notion of the Double of the Truth. In this respect, my paper constitutes an innovative attempt at using Harman’s 
conception in order to improve or enrich narratological methods as I discuss the “layers” of the reality and the way 
they “obscure” the truth in narratives and I ask about the “withdrawn” truth of the represented objects.  
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STOPEL Bartosz: Bohemian Bourgeoisie and Subversive Commodities 

 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the actions, rituals, products, and consumer behavior related to the social groups 

often referred to as “bohemian bourgeoisie” or “creative class” in the context of research on material culture. It is 

particularly important at the beginning to distinguish this rather loose group whose common occupations and interests 

include IT, entertainment and culture from the more traditional classes and social groups, which are identified by 

family ties, geographic and conservative consumption patterns. Creative classes are distinguished by completely 

different consumer behavior.  Just like post-countercultural movements promoting alternative lifestyles and 

subversive strategies of existence in consumer culture, bohemian bourgeoisie is characterized by "Coolhunting" which 

aims at breaking with mass consumption of goods seen as limiting their individual creativity. As a consequence, 

however, it appears that this strategy fits perfectly in Bourdieu’s distinction and Veblen’s conspicuous and competitive 

consumption, masking,  reinforcing and deforming the existing relations of production and consumption, essentially 

reproducing relations of hierarchy, division of property and inefficient, expensive methods production. As a result, 

consumption of products in terms of "Coolhunting," rather than promoting individuality and subversion of mass 

consumption leads to consolidation of the phenomena which it was supposed to undermine. In the course of the 

discussion, particular attention will be paid to the analysis of specific products and items representing the status and 

social position of creative classes. 

 

STOREY John: Culture: the ‘popular’ and the ‘material’ 

My paper will seek to problematize the two key concepts of the conference, the popular and the material. Both 

concepts have helped produce two general categories, popular culture and material culture. In the course of my 

presentation I will try to show some of the complexities and contradictions that can arise if we treat either of these 

categories as self-evident. I will begin with a discussion of the general difficulties that result from the competing 

concepts of popular culture. I will argue that it is impossible to really understand the texts and practices of popular 

culture without a critical engagement with the numerous concepts of popular culture. In order to do this, my paper 

will outline six ways in which popular culture has been theorized and show how each theorization carries with it a 

different understanding of what we are doing when we engage in the study of popular culture. In the second part of 

my paper I will approach the concept of the material in a slightly different way. Rather than present a critical discussion 

of the definitional difficulties we might encounter with competing concepts, I will tighten the critical focus to material 

objects in cultural studies. This will inevitably involve a discussion of what cultural studies means by culture and how 

this connects to its understanding of the material.  

 

TWARDOCH Ewelina: These strange wristbands and smartphone apps... Self-trackers as contemporary handwork, 
creative tools?  

In my presentation I would like to focus on some strange and controversial tools/objects which we can call self-
trackers. They are connected with ‘Quantified Community’, but (especially) in The United States they are also a part 
of pop cultural circulation and are in common use – as some sort of fashion gadgets. In my presentation I want to show 
this relatively new phenomenon of the objects universe in the context of Heidegger’s assumption about technology 
(The question concerning technology) and Joanna Zylinska and Sarah Kember concept of ‘creative technology’ (from 
their book Life after new media).  
 
Quantified Self is a community focused on the possibilities for human improvement through technology, in particular, 
almost commonly available technology, mainly mobile devices. In short, it is self-knowledge through self-tracking. Self-
tracking is a form of obtaining information about the internal bodily condition through tools and applications which 
are becoming increasingly usable and popular. According to the report entitled Tracking for Health by Susannah Fox 
and Maeve Duggan, 69% of American citizens ‘keep track of at least one health indicator such as weight, diet, exercise 
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routine, or symptom’. Nowadays, there are so many tools used for self-tracking that it is impossible even to list them. 
The website Guide to Self-Tracking Tools collects 505 such devices. They let us collect personal data concerning the 
sleeping process, our weight, blood sugar, cholesterol, blood pressure, heart rate and so on. There are also activity 
trackers as Misfit Shine and others, trackers which sequence our microbiome (uBiome), enabling to monitor all 
bacteria in our bodies, but also the trackers evaluating the level of our happiness. The trackers, both devices and 
applications, should be comfortable in use and handheld they can be easily integrated into our everyday life and soon 
become fashion gadgets. The trackers claim to be devices designed to help us stay healthy, but they are exactly the 
tools changing human beings into technological entities. 
 
To analyze these kind of tools I would like to refer to the two concepts of technology. Martin Heideger was probably 
the first philosopher who observed quite ambiguous role which technology plays in humans life. According to him 
technology is not equivalent with technological, material tools, but is all activity involving the tools (e.g. utilization). 
Hence, technology as activity is not separate from our existence. I my presentation I want to analyze self-tracker as 
personal kind of technological tools which create our existence and referring to the famous Heidegger’s statement 
about handwork technology I would like to wonder if we can threat self-tracker as ‘spiritually in hand’ (we literally 
hold them in our hands and wrap around our wrists) or rather as objects which cause the process of ‘enframing’ 
(Heidegger’s term-concept).  Zylinska and Kember, inspired by Heidegger’s observations, claim that ‘we are – physically 
and ontologically – part of that technological environment’, since we ‘are not entirely distinct from our tools’. So, 
(especially) the mobile tools are not only an extension of our body, something external to our being; they develop with 
us and our connections with technological tools constitute the core of technology. It is our way of not being-next to 
technology but of being-with and emerging-with technology’. These arguments make up the concept of ‘creative 
technology’, which is a process (mainly performative) and it is created by human and non-human (as e. g. tools/objects) 
actors (in referring to Bruno Latour).        
 
Because of ambiguous status of self-trackers, in my presentation I also would like to ask some more questions about 
our relationship with such objects. 1. How these objects can change our everyday practices, especially connected with 
our body? 2. Whether we can see them as autonomous objects or just internal parts of our body, which improve it (in 
the context of transhumanism thesis)? . They are only fashion gadgets or maybe clear symptoms of our changing in 
symborgs (the concept of Stelarc)? In my presentation I am going to use some audiovisual materials to illustrate my 
main thesis.   
 

VODANOVIC Lucia: From performance to objects and back: agency and appropriation in London’s Inter-Action 

This paper discusses practices of appropriation and deviation against dominant political frameworks, and the 

incarnation of those practices in certain forms of popular material culture, with a particular focus on Inter-Action. 

An umbrella organisation working on the field of performance and community engagement, Inter-Action was 

founded in 1968 and continued to be active during the 70s and 80s; as the paper suggests, is also incarnated in 

contemporary forms of material culture around the same area (Kentish Town, London). Inter-Action produced 

writing and experimental plays, community workshops, theatre initiatives (such as the moving Fun Art Bus or the 

Ambiance Lunch Hour Theatre House), a publishing house and other projects. More interestingly for the discussion 

here, it had an original approach to structure, based on its founder Ed Berman’s argument that ‘theatre is a structure 

which can intercede in reality’. This drive produced actual forms of interventions within daily routines (staging 

performances at street level, and developing community spaces in very unusual environments, such as the pioneer 

City Farm that still exists around the railway), and also generated a novel approach to physical structures, 

materialized in the Inter-Action Centre. The latter was a mutable building or frame that generated particular forms 

of inhabiting (discussed in the paper), social interaction, knowledge or entertainment, beyond functional or 

aesthetic commands.    

The few remaining archive pieces of Inter-Action have been featured in a recent local exhibition about alternative 

theatre in Camden and Lambeth, in the context of the project Unfinished Histories. My interest here, though, is not 

to follow an archival approach but rather to pay attention to Inter-Action as a community generative core both then 

and today, discussing some of the material forms it has engendered, such as the named City Farm or the 

contemporary Fun Palaces initiative, that would take place in October 2014.    
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At a more theoretical level, the paper engages with writings about participatory architecture (by Lucien Kroll and 

Cedric Price, who was part of the Inter-Action design team) that understand it as the minimal grid or frame that 

could generate a form, an event or a building (or might not generate anything), rather than as a monumental project 

aimed to last into the future; it also explores issues of participation and equality, looking at horizontal modes of 

production and at how the popular could engage with, and potentially disrupt, traditional value structures. 

Interaction would then be understood as a material object (both in terms of its practices and the physical structure) 

with loosely define ends, a nucleus that could be built, un-built, dismantled or exchanged, and that, paradoxically, 

is also able to preserve itself not as a particular form but as a mode of being and making that is transformed and 

appropriated by the users.  

The paper addresses a number of the conference’s lines of discussion, such as community participation in the 

production of material culture, customization, social aesthetics, the materialisation of immaterial practices (and the 

reverse process) and the agency of objects in alternative process of exchange, amongst others.  

 

WALTON David: The “Inglorious Basterds” of Graffiti: Pollution, Urban Space,Cultural Hegemony And The Popular 

In this paper I explore graffiti within the problematic discourses of popular culture to examine how it operates within 
the ‘circuits’ of culture. Graffiti will be seen in terms of Stuart Hall's point that there is no intrinsic high or low/popular 
culture but that what counts as popular is a product of hegemonic struggles over the meaning and value of different 
kinds of culture. The main emphasis will be placed on the circumstances in which graffiti is criminalized but also 
brought into official discourses and practices which legitimate and contain it as ‘Art’; something that will require some 
recognition of the subcultures in which these transgressive/artistic practices have their existence.  

My analytical strategy enables analysis of the way counter-hegemonic strategies further complicate and exploit the 
cultural ambiguities arising from the cultural processes (what I have called ‘coming out’ and ‘welcoming in’) in which 
the meanings and values of graffiti are fought over and lost or won. I will also link these ideas to a number of notions 
found in the work of Michel Serres which help to situate graffiti within a larger theory concerning the history of human 
(and non-human) territorial appropriation, survival, pollution and the establishment of property rights. Finally, I shall 
show how graffiti as a cultural phenomenon is ‘(de)territorialized’ in various ways according to the hegemonic 
struggles over its value and meaning – whether that entails seeing it as transgressive ‘aesthetic pedagogy’, 
appropriating ‘piss’, or as ‘plague’. 

 

 


